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News & Events

» Exhibition: ‘Pathbreakers: The Twentieth
Century Muslim Women of India’
Venue: Salar Jung Museum, Hyderabad
Date: 3- 7 August 2019
» National Seminar: Role of Muslim Women
in National Struggles
Venue: JDT Islam, Kozhikode, Kerala
Date: 25 September 2019
» Exhibition: Pathbreakers: The Twentieth
Century Muslim Women of India’
Venue: JDT Islam, Kozhikode, Kerala
Date: 25 September 2019

About Muslim Women's Forum is a not for profit
organisation formed in 2000. Its primary
objective is to provide Muslim women a platform
for expressing themselves on matters directly
affecting their lives. The organization is unique
as it acts as a catalyst with many stakeholders in
addressing issues pertaining to Indian Muslim
women. Educational uplift, self-reliance, social
development, legal reform and political
empowerment; MWF advocates all these.

Upcoming Events
» Exhibition: ‘Pathbreakers: The Twentieth Century Muslim Women of
India’ Venue: Jawahar Bhawan, Dr. Rajendra Prasad Road, New Delhi | Date: 1113 November 2019.
» Field Visit and Knowledge Building Workshop in Assam
Date:13-18 November 2019
» Video making workshop organized for MWF Team by Dusty Foot
Productions, Venue: Vasant Kunj, Delhi
Date: 30-31 October 2019 (Tentative dates)
» Exhibition: 'Pathbreakers: The Twentieth Century Muslim Women of India'
in collaboration with Dept. of Sociology, JMI
Venue: Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi | Date: 20th January 2020

Leadership & Capacity Building Training for Muslim Women
On 14 May 2019, the 12 MWF Fellows from Barpeta (Assam), Koraon (UP),
Chattarpur (Madhya Pradesh), Jaitpur Extension (Delhi) completed their two
months Leadershp & Capacity Leadership training for Muslim Women at Dalit
Shakti Kendra. With 3 fellows from previous training, MWF now have a total of
15 Fellows.
At DSK, MWF Fellows performed brilliantly. Hameeda Parbin from Assam,
who since childhood had never been permitted to go out of the house to run or
to play a game was this batch’s most outstanding sportsperson and walked
away with the best sportsperson award. Afsana, who had never spoken a word
in any Forum anywhere was orator number one. And Amreen Bano who was
the best essayist of the batch spoke with passion about social justice and
violence against women. Ambreen spoke about how DSK expanded the
horizons of her mind. “Before coming here, when we looked at the mirror, we
saw our own faces. But the mirror DSK held up for us was ‘Mirror of Truth’. We
saw the world in its reflection.
”Upon reaching their own villages, Fellows started opening a library where
children come to read and learn. Baseline Survey Format was also prepared for
Assam, UP, Delhi and MP.
They were also invited to share their personal stories titled ‘Meri Kahaani,
Meri Zubaani’ (My story in my Words). This was an effort to reflect on the
impact that our efforts have made in them, the changes that it has brought, in
their thoughts and behaviour. It was also to tell us about the challenges we
faced. We are highlighting an inspiring story from Hameeda Parbin, MWF
Fellow from Barpeta Assam.

‘Meri Kahaani, Meri Zubaani’
Hameeda Parbin

A social worker from my village introduced me to Munjuwara Mullah, who
told me about Muslim Women’s Forum and the Capacity Building Training
that they are organising for Muslim women from Assam. I was very
interested. This is also the first time I heard about Dalit Shakti Kendra,
where the training was supposed to be held. All my travels and logistics
were taken care of by MWF.
As a young girl, I dream of becoming an honest police officer, but some of
my other dreams got fulfilled when I joined the training and travelled
outside my village for the first time. At DSK I get to meet people like Indu
didi, Martin Bhai, Tilu Didi, Rita didi who all inspired me to work hard,
developed my self confidence, and utterly changed my thoughts and
behaviour for the better. This experience changed me completely.
I took beautician training as my vocational course. I participated in all the
extra curricular activities. I especially enjoyed outdoor sports. As a child, I
was never allowed to play outside. And when I received the best sportperson award; it was the happiest day of my life and I felt like part of my
dreams came true that day.
Earlier I only speak in Assamese, now I am able to speak in Hindi. I finally overcome my fear of public speaking. My general awareness
of human rights, social well being, rights of women increased. I never knew that I had this ability to learn so many new things before,
but now I feel it is what makes me strong. For the first time, I feel free from my fears and insecurities. I never used to look forward to
what I will do in the future, but now I have decided to become more self-reliant.

I know that in future I would also like to impart some of the skills and knowledge I learnt from there. I noticed there has not been
much development in my village for a long time. I have spoken to many people to get to know their conditions and impressions. But I
feel both their conditions and thoughts are not healthy. They feel helpless, but I can try to change that. I would like women in my
village to be aware of their rights. To change society’s patriachal thoughts, and communicate to them that woman can do just as well
as the man if given the same opportunity. This message I will take it with me wherever I go. This is will be my work and my identity.

23rd May 2019 - 5 of us fellows from Barpeta had a meeting about what we can do to discourage child marriage in our area, and
how we can start educating our parents and elders in our family. We discussed about violence against women and how to prevent
it.
28-29th May 2019 - We attended Women’s empowerment workshop in Guwahati. Different participants spoke about gender
justice, rights of women, cases of domestic violence which surfaces every day. We learnt that many of these women have no
recourse to any judicial remedy. One participant, spoke about how eventhough women work just as hard as men, how they are
not allowed to sleep before the men goes to sleep. We also learned more about the importance of women’s health and menstrual
hygiene. Library: I have set up a small library in my house using the books I received from DSK. Many children from my locality
came and I helped them with their reading exercises and taught about sanitation.

25th May 2019 - Attended meeting on issues such as, D voter, referral case, Foreigners’ Tribunal, Declared Foreign National,
Detainee, NRC excludes, NRC objection etc.

A group of 5 women including Dr. Syeda Hameed, President, MWF visited 17 villages all across Kashmir to
bring out the ground realities. A report based on their visit was released at the Press Club of India, Delhi on 24
September 2019
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